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AIM
Two novel kind of EEG analysis based on pattern recognition were proposed recently, namely the micro sleep (MS) and the alpha burst (AB) pattern recognition. We 
compare both methods by applying them to the same experimental data and relating their output variables to two independent variables of driver drowsiness. Moreover, 
the relation of both patterns to crashes is investigated. It is expected that both drowsiness related EEG patterns occur more frequently immediately before crashes.

MATERIAL
Driving simulations: 7 sessions, 35 min long, starting hourly, time since sleep = 16 ... 22 h
Subjects: 10 students (2 females, 8 males), randomly selected, driving licence at least 1 year, 

age = 19 ... 32 years, 22.4 ± 4.1 years 

Biosignals: EEG (F1, F2, C3, Cz, C4, O1, O2, A1, A2, com.av.ref.), 
EOG (vertical, horizontal), ECG, EMG (m. submentalis) 

Video recordings: Driver’s head & pose, Driver’s eyes, Driving scene.
Driving simulator data: steering angle, pedal movements, velocity, lateral position in lane.
KSS: every 4 min, self-rated of subjectively experienced sleepiness on the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale [Åkerstedt, 1990].

METHODS
AB pattern recognition
Outcome: ABP = AB percentage = ratio between accumulated AB pattern duration and length of the accumulation interval (2 min)
Recognition method: AB were defined (Simon et al., 2011) by 

i.   Duration: 0.5 … 10 s, 
ii.  Spectral power densityies with narrowband characteristis, and 
iii. Stable peak frequency in the alpha range, maximal shift < 10%. 

Comparison between both, MS and AB pattern recognition

Method AB detection MS detection
Processed Signals EEG, 1 channel (O1) EEG (F1/2, C3/4, Cz, O1/2, A1/2), EOG
Temporal resolution High (0.25 s) High (0.1 s)
Detected pattern duration Ca. 0.5 – 3 s Ca. 1 – 12 s
Pattern characterization in Spectral domain Spectral domain & State space
Pattern definition type Fixed Adaptive

Pattern recognition Fixed decision rules utilizing 
threshold values

Machine learning, 
Support-Vector Machines

Artifact removal Comprehensive Comprehensive
Signal – noise separation Yes, exponential fit None
Output Pattern probability, i.e. ratio between accumulated pattern duration and length of the accumulation interval

METHODS
MS pattern recognition
Outcome: MSP = MS percentage = ratio between accumulated MS pattern duration and length of the accumulation interval (2 
min)
Recognition method: machine learning algorithms, namely support-vector machines, incorporating human judgments of signs 
of extreme sleepiness (Golz et al. 2007).

MS judgment. Typical signs of MS are prolonged eyelid closures, slow roving eye movements, head noddings, slow drifting head 
movements, and major driving incidents. 3 independent and trained raters. Outcome: total amount of 2,290 MS events.
MS detection. 

i.   LogPSD: power spectral densities of 6 sec segments of EEG and EOG of each MS were estimated and logarithmically 
scaled, and summed-up in 1 Hz wide spectral bands in the range from 0.5 to 23 Hz. 

ii.  DVV: delay-vector variance, state space method (Gautama et al., 2004). 
iii. SVM: Support-Vector Machines with Gaussian kernel function (Vapnik 1998) 

Outcome: accurate MS detector, mean accuracy = 97.7 % 
MS detector recall. 
Consecutive application of the MS detector: 6 s segment length, 0.1 s step size
Further MS-like patterns in the EEG/EOG. 
Amount of MS patterns: 

(1)  3,250 MS patterns without behavioral signs of MS,
(2)  2,290 MS patterns in conjunction with behavioral MS events.

Independent variables
KSS: Subjective self-ratings of sleepiness on the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale, 
SdLat: Objective performance variable, i.e. standard deviation of lateral position in lane. 

RESULTS
Both EEG analysis methodologies offer remarkable differences. 
The expected increase with time since sleep was 

identified by the independent variable KSS,
identified by the independent variable SdLat,
identified by MS recognition, 
not identified by AB recognition.

The expected increase with time on task was 
identified by the independent variable KSS,
identified by the independent variable SdLat,
identified by MS recognition, 
not identified by AB recognition.

The EEG immediately before fatigue related crashes contained both patterns. 
MS patterns were remarkably more frequent before crashes; almost every crash (98.5 %) was preceded by MS patterns.
Less than 64 % of all crashes had AB patterns within a 10 sec pre-crash interval. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study indicates that MS patterns in the EEG/EOG detected with machine learning algorithms have remarkable correlations with self-rated sleepiness as well as lane tracking performance. They are reliable forerunners of fatigue 
related crashes. 
The percentage of AB patterns increased in the early phases of drowsiness development. Their connection to crashes seems to be loose. AB pattern appeared relatively often and with low duration. They had no significant time on 
task as well as no time since sleep effect. This is in contrast to the temporal development of behavioral signs of drowsiness as well as with both independent variables of drowsiness. The increase of AB percentage within the first half 
of the night might be interpreted as early indications of sleepiness. The results of crash analysis showed that AB seemed to arise spontaneously and not strictly related to degradations due to drowsiness. 
MS patterns turned out to be reliable forerunner of crashes. AB are not reliable in this sense: in more than a third of all crashes no AB were found immediately before.
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